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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements about Multi-Select Lists are correct? 

A. Domains that use multi-select lists must be specified within the MULTIPLE_SELECT section of the Application.prx
file. 

B. The property specified for the TARGET element must have a Domain Definition that ultimately unwinds to the String
type because multiple user selections will be concatenated into a tab-delimited string. 

C. The INITIAL element used should declare a MULTI-SELECT attribute with the value true. 

D. If a SOURCE element is used within the MULTI_SELECT definition to pre-select items in the list, the Server Interface
property it refers to should contain a tab-delimited string. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements about aggregation in Cúram are correct? Which of the following statements about
aggregation in Cúram are correct? 

A. An entity may aggregate another entity. 

B. A struct may aggregate an entity. 

C. A struct may aggregate another struct. 

D. An entity may aggregate a struct. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two of the following statements about VIM files are true? [Select 2] 

A. They contain common fragments of UIM pages for reuse 

B. They require corresponding properties files 

C. They can contain any of the UIM elements supported by a UIM file 

D. They must contain a PAGE_ID element 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

The variable project.package stores the root name of a Cúram application, for example,
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project.package=serverworkshop. The variable project.package stores the root name of a Cúram application, for
example, project.package=serverworkshop. This variable is stored in which file? 

A. curam-config.xml 

B. Application.prx 

C. Bootstrap.properties 

D. datamanager_config.xml 

E. Curam.properties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Consider the following hand-crafted SQL statement (written for an entity operation) and the relevant modeled
information presented: Which of the following statements are valid? 
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A. A build generated will fail with the error message \\'Error 20500 - incorrect SQL syntax defined for nonstandard
operation on [Entity].[Operation]\\'. 

B. It will only be possible to test whether the syntax is well-formed by running the SQL. 
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C. A build generated will complete successfully, but the entity operation may throw an exception at runtime. 

D. The use of Host variables \\':attribute1\\' and \\':attribute2\\' as both argument and return variables will cause a
compilation error in the server application. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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